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BOOKS - ART


American art to 1900: a documentary history / Sarah Burns and John Davis. 
N6505.B87 2009. LOCATION = Main Stacks.

Archaic and classical Greek art / Robin Osborne. 

Art and society in Italy, 1350-1500 / Evelyn Welch. 

Art in an age of Bonapartism, 1800-1815 / Albert Boime. 

Art in an age of civil struggle, 1848-1871 / Albert Boime. 

Art in an age of counterrevolution, 1815-1848 / Albert Boime. 

Art in an age of revolution, 1750-1800 / Albert Boime. 

Art in Renaissance Italy, 1350-1500 / Evelyn Welch. 
N6915.W42 2000. LOCATION = Main Stacks.
The art of drawing & painting horses / by Patricia Getha ... [et al.].

The art of the salon : the triumph of 19th-century painting / Norbert Wolf.
ND547.5.S34W64 2012. LOCATION = Oversize.

Byzantine art / Robin Cormack.

Cardboard : 25 original handmade projects shown step by step / Emma Hardy ; photography by Peter Williams.
TT870.H27 2014. LOCATION = Main Stacks.

Caravaggio : 1571-1610 : a genius beyond his time / Gilles Lambert ; edited by Gilles Noret.

Chinese painting.

Classical art : from Greece to Rome / Mary Beard and John Henderson.

Deborah Butterfield / Robert Gordon ; introduction by Jane Smiley ; essay by John Yau ; poems by Vicki Hearne.

The dog : 5000 years of the dog in art / Tamsin Pickeral.
N7668.D6P53 2010. LOCATION = Main Stacks.

Dog painting : a history of the dog in art / William Secord.
ND1380.S43 2009. LOCATION = Oversize.

Early art and architecture of Africa / Peter Garlake.

Early medieval architecture / Roger Stalley.

Early medieval art / Lawrence Nees.

Fine art of the West / B. Byron Price.

Five hundred self-portraits / [introduction by Julian Bell].
N7618.F58 2004. LOCATION = Main Stacks.

Framing America : a social history of American art / Frances K. Pohl.

Horse carving with Tom Wolfe / text written with and photography by Douglas Congdon-Martin.
TT199.7.W6425 1994. LOCATION = Main Stacks.


Low countries : arts and society in Flanders and the Netherlands, a yearbook. NX553.A1L68. LOCATION = Main Stacks.


Twentieth-century American art / Erika Doss.
BOOKS – BUSINESS/ECONOMICS


BOOKS – EDUCATION


Small schools and strong communities: a third way of school reform / Kenneth A. Strike; foreword by Mary Anne Raywid. LB3012.5.S77 2010. LOCATION = Main Stacks.


BOOKS — EDUCATION, HIGHER


Conquering the content: a blueprint for online course design and development / Robin M. Smith. LB1044.87.S617 2014. LOCATION = Main Stacks.

Discussion-based online teaching to enhance student learning: theory, practice, and assessment / Tisha Bender. LB1044.87.B43 2012. LOCATION = Main Stacks.

Excellent sheep: the miseducation of the American elite and the way to a meaningful life / William Deresiewicz.


Teaching writing online : how and why / Scott Warnock. PE1404.W37 2009. LOCATION = Main Stacks.

Where you go is not who you’ll be : an antidote to the college admissions mania / Frank Bruni. LB2351.2.B78 2015. LOCATION = New Books.

BOOKS – ENVIRONMENT


BOOKS – EQUESTRIAN SCIENCE


Dressage to music : build a freestyle from choreography to competition / Claire Lilley. SF295.7.L55 2008. LOCATION = Main Stacks.


Horses in harness / by Charles Philip Fox ; editor, Jean Van Dyke. SF 311.F69 1987. LOCATION = Main Stacks.
Leather braiding / by Bruce Grant; illustrated by Larry Spinelli. TT290.G77 1978. LOCATION = Main Stacks.


The wild horses of Sable Island / Roberto Dutesco; [editorial coordination by Inga Wortmann]. SF360.3.C2D88 2014. LOCATION = Oversize.

Working horses: looking back 100 years to America’s horse-drawn days: with 300 historic photographs / Charles Philip Fox. SF311.3.U6F72 1990. LOCATION = Main Stacks.


BOOKS – GRAPHIC ART, DESIGN


Graphic design essentials: skills, software, and creative solutions / Joyce Walsh Macario. NC1000.5.M33 2009. LOCATION = Main Stacks.

Hacking the digital print: alternative image capture and printmaking processes, with a special section on 3D printing / Bonny Pierce Lhotka. NE850.L465 2015. LOCATION = New Books.


Show me the numbers: designing tables and graphs to enlighten / Stephen Few. HF5718.22.F49 2012. LOCATION = Main Stacks.


BOOKS – HISTORY


Hospital sketches. Civil War hospital sketches / Louisa May Alcott. E621.A34 2006. LOCATION = Main Stacks.


BOOKS - LAW

Law and ethics in educational leadership / David L. Stader. KF4175.S673 2013. LOCATION = Main Stacks.


BOOKS - LITERATURE/POETRY

Although of course you end up becoming yourself: a road trip with David Foster Wallace / David Lipsky. PS3573.A42563276 2010. LOCATION = Main Stacks.


Dark places / Gillian Flynn.

Early warning / Jane Smiley.

Every secret thing / Laura Lippman.

The folded clock : a diary / Heidi Julavits.

Girl underwater / Claire Kells.

Girlchild / Tupelo Hassman.
PS3608.A8613G57 2013. LOCATION = Main Stacks.

A god in ruins : a novel / Kate Atkinson.

The harder they come : a novel / T. Coraghessan Boyle.

Heroic measures : a novel / by Jill Ciment.
PR9199.3.C499H47 2010. LOCATION = Main Stacks.

I am having so much fun here without you / Courtney Maum.

The last bookaneer / Matthew Pearl.

PS3623.E446M37 2014b. LOCATION = Main Stacks.

The narrow road to the deep north / Richard Flanagan.

PR6106.A33P36 2014. LOCATION = Main Stacks.

Paris red : a novel / Maureen Gibbon.

The sellout / Paul Beatty.

A slight trick of the mind : a novel / Mitch Cullin.
PS3553.U319S55 2006. LOCATION = Main Stacks.
Some luck / Jane Smiley.

Station eleven : a novel / Emily St. John Mandel. (2015 One-Read Selection)

Tomboy : a graphic memoir / by Liz Prince.
PN6727.P757T65 2014. LOCATION = Main Stacks.

The Turner house / Angela Flournoy.


The visionist : a novel / Rachel Urquhart.

 BOOKS – LITERATURE/POETRY – STUDY AND TEACHING

Disabling characters : representations of disability in young adult literature / Patricia A. Dunn.

The distant mirror : reflections on young adult historical fiction / Joanne Brown, Nancy St. Clair.
PS374.H5B76 2006. LOCATION = Main Stacks.

Learning curves : body image and female sexuality in young adult literature / Beth Younger.

Mixed heritage in young adult literature / Nancy Thalia Reynolds.
PS173.R33R49 2009. LOCATION = Main Stacks.

On multimodality : new media in composition studies / Jonathan Alexander, University of California, Irvine; Jacqueline Rhodes, California State University, San Bernardino.
PE1404.A544 2014. LOCATION = Main Stacks.

Portrait of the artist as a young adult : the arts in young adult literature / Lois Thomas Stover, Connie S. Zitlow.
PS490.S77 2014. LOCATION = Main Stacks.

Robin McKinley : girl reader, woman writer / Evelyn M. Perry.
PS3563.C3813M33 2011. LOCATION = Main Stacks.

Sexual content in young adult literature : reading between the sheets / Bryan Gillis, Joanna Simpson.

Stephanie Meyer : in the Twilight / James Blasingame, Jr., Kathleen Deakin, Laura A. Walsh.
PS3613.E9792625 2012. LOCATION = Main Stacks.
They suck, they bite, they eat, they kill: the psychological meaning of supernatural monsters in young adult fiction / Joni Richards Bodart.

Women artists, women exiles: "Miss Grief" and other stories / Constance Fenimore Woolson; edited and with an introduction by Joan Myers Weimer.

BOOKS – MATHEMATICS

Thinking in systems: a primer / Donella H. Meadows; edited by Diana Wright.

BOOKS – PHILOSOPHY/RELIGION

The art of work: a proven path to discovering what you were meant to do / Jeff Goins.

The road to character / David Brooks.

Wabi-sabi for artists, designers, poets & philosophers / Leonard Koren.

Wabi-Sabi: further thoughts / Leonard Koren.

Which "aesthetics" do you mean? : ten definitions / Leonard Koren.
BH201.K67 2010. LOCATION = Main Stacks.

BOOKS – PHOTOGRAPHY

American photography / Miles Orvell.

BOOKS – POLITICAL SCIENCE

Whistleblowers / [compiled by H. W. Wilson].

BOOKS – PSYCHOLOGY

Aging and decision making: empirical and applied perspectives / edited by Thomas M. Hess, JoNell Strough, Corinna E. Luckenhoff.


BOOKS – RESEARCH


BOOKS – SCIENCE


The vitamin D revolution: how the power of this amazing vitamin can change your life / Soram Khalsa. QP772.V53K55 2009. LOCATION = Main Stacks.

BOOKS – SOCIOLOGY/SOCIAL WORK

Black mass: Whitey Bulger, the FBI, and a devil's deal / Dick Lehr and Gerard O'Neill. HV6452.M4L45 2012. LOCATION = Main Stacks.


A little f'd up: why feminism is not a dirty word / Julie Zeilinger. HQ1421.Z447 2012. LOCATION = Main Stacks.

**BOOKS - TECHNOLOGY**

*From playgrounds to PlayStation: the interaction of technology and play* / Carroll Pursell. GV1201.34.P87 2015. LOCATION = New Books.

*Knowledge is beautiful* / David McCandless. AG250.M35 2014. LOCATION = Main Stacks.


**BOOKS - CHILDREN’S LITERATURE**


*Challenger deep* / Neal Shusterman ; illustrations by Brendan Shusterman. PZ7.S55987 Ch 2015. LOCATION = Children’s Literature.

*Epidemiology: the fight against Ebola & other diseases* / by Carol Hand. RA651.H27 2015. LOCATION = Children’s Literature.


*Freakboy* / Kristin Elizabeth Clark. PZ7.5.C52 Fre 2013. LOCATION = Children’s Literature.

*Gabi, a girl in pieces* / by Isabel Quintero. PZ7.Q438 Gab 2014. LOCATION = Children’s Literature.


*Lumberjanes: beware the kitten holy* / written by Noelle Stevenson & Grace Ellis ; illustrated by Brooke Allen ; colors by Maartza Laiho ; letters by Aubrey Aiese. PZ7.7.S7453 Lu 2015. LOCATION = Children’s Literature.

Me and Earl and the dying girl : a novel / by Jesse Andrews.

PZ7.W5588 Msm. LOCATION = Children's Literature.

PZ7.W5588 Msm v.2. LOCATION = Children's Literature.

Paper towns / John Green.

Trash talk! : moving toward a zero-waste world / Michelle Mulder.
TD792.M84 2015. LOCATION = Children's Literature.

BOOKS – REFERENCE

Booklist’s 1000 best young adult books since 2000 / edited by Gillian Engberg and Ian Chipman ; foreword by Michael Cart.

IIEPassport, academic year abroad : the most complete guide to planning academic year study abroad.
LB2376.U46. LOCATION = Reference.

Mind-bending mysteries and thrillers for teens : a programming and readers' advisory guide / Amy J. Alessio.
Z718.5.A43 2014. LOCATION = wdrii.

The Oxford companion to children's literature / Daniel Hahn.

The Oxford history of Western art / edited by Martin Kemp.

BOOKS – SPANISH LANGUAGE

La Celestina : tragicomedia de Calisto y Melibea / Fernando de Rojas ; texto modernizado de Manuel Criado de Val ; introduccion y notas por Juan Alcina Franch ; ilustraciones de Jaime Azpelucueta.

INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOS

SF309.5.L623 2008. LOCATION = Instructional Videos.

SF309.5.L626 200-?. LOCATION = Instructional Videos.
**Color mixology** [videorecording] : how to see and mix the color you really want / On Air video presents ; executive producer, Sharyn Pak ; writer/director, Larry Withers.  

**Crisis hotline : veterans press 1** / HBO Documentary Film presented in association with Iraq and Afghanistan Veterans of America (IAVA) ; directed by Ellen Goosenberg Kent ; produced by Dana Perry ; production company, Perry Films Inc.  
UB357.C75 2014. LOCATION = Instructional Videos.

**Drawing from the manikin** [videorecording] / writer/director, Larry Withers.  

**Ethnic notions** [videorecording] / produced by Marlon Riggs in association with KQED ; produced, written & directed by Marlon T. Riggs.  
E185.61.E77 2004. LOCATION = Instructional Videos.

**Favela rising** [videorecording] / Thinkfilm & HBO/Cinemax Documentary films ; Jeff Zimbalist, Matt Mochary ; produced and directed by Jeff Zimbalist and Matt Mochary.  

**Finding Vivian Maier** / Sundance Selects ; Ravi ne Pictures, LLC ; written and directed by John Maloof & Charlie Siskel ; produced by John Maloof & Charlie Siskel ; executive producer, Jeff Garlin.  
TR140.M3366F563 2014. LOCATION = Instructional Videos.

**Measuring methods for artists** [videorecording] : the path to greater realism / On Air Video, Inc. presents ; writer, director, Larry Withers ; executive producer, Sharyn Pak.  

**NAD-RID national interpreter certification interview & performance practice DVD** [videorecording].  


**Not my life** [videorecording] / Worldwide Documentaries presents ; a film by Robert Bilheimer ; directed, written, and produced by Robert Bilheimer ; co-directed by Richard D. Young.  
HQ281.N68 2011. LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**The people speak** [videorecording] / History ; First Tuesday Media ; in association with Artfire Films ; Brolin Productions ; directed by Chris Moore, Anthony Arno ve, Howard Zinn ; adapted and written by Anthony Arno ve, Howard Zinn ; produced by Dan Abrams ... [et al.].  

**Perspective made simple** [videorecording] : a practical guide for artists / producer, Larry Withers.  
NC730.P47 2010. LOCATION = Instructional Videos.

**Rita Blitt : visions of my world : 9 films of creative inspiration 1976-2013.**  

**Stevie** [videorecording] / SenArt Films presents a Kartemquin Films production, a film by Steve James ; producers, Steve James, Adam D. Singer, Gordon Quinn ; director, Steve James.  
HV6570.3.I3583 2003. LOCATION = Instructional Videos.
FEATURE FILMS/TELEVISION (DVD by title)

**About time** [videorecording] / Universal Pictures presents, in association with Relativity Media ; a Working Title production ; produced by Tim Bevan, Eric Fellner, Nicky Kentish Barnes ; written & directed by Richard Curtis. 
LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**Almost brothers** / uma producção Taiga ; roteiro, Lucia Murat, Paulo Lins. 
LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**American sniper** [videorecording] / Warner Bros. Pictures presents ; in association with Village Roadshow Pictures ; a Mad Chance production ; a 22nd & Indiana production ; a Malpaso production ; written by Jason Hall ; produced by Robert Lorenz [and three others] ; produced and directed by Clint Eastwood. 
LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**Angel. The complete first season** [videorecording] / Twentieth Century Fox ; written by David Greenwalt ... [et al.] ; directed by Joss Whedon ... [et al.].
LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**Angel. The complete second season** [videorecording] / Mutant Enemy Inc. ; Kuzui Enterprises ; Sandollar Television ; created by Joss Whedon & David Greenwalt.
LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**Angel. The complete third season** [videorecording] / Mutant Enemy, Inc. ; Kuzui Enterprises ; Sandollar Television ; 20th Century Fox Television ; created by Joss Whedon & David Greenwalt ; producer, Kelly A. Manners ; writers, David Greenwalt ... [et al.] ; directors, James A. Contner ... [et al.].
LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**Angel. The complete fourth season** [videorecording] / Mutant Enemy Inc. in association with Kuzui Enterprises, Inc./Sandollar Television, Inc. ; produced by Shawn Ryan, Kelly A. Manners ; created by Joss Whedon & David Greenwalt.
LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**Angel. The complete fifth season** [videorecording] / Mutant Enemy Inc. in association with Kuzui Enterprises, Inc./Sandollar Television, Inc. ; created by Joss Whedon & David Greenwalt ; written by David Greenwalt ... [et al.].
LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**As it is in heaven** / Sonet Film presenterar ; GF Studios presenterar i samproduktion med Sonet Film ... [et al.] ; regi, Kay Pollak ; manus, Kay Pollak ; producent, Anders Birkeland, Goran Lindstrom.
LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**Big Hero 6** / Walt Disney Animation Studios ; directed by Don Hall & Chris Williams ; produced by Roy Conli, p.g.a. ; executive producer, John Lasseter ; screenplay by Jordan Roberts, Robert L. Baird & Daniel Gerson ; created and produced at Walt Disney Animation Studios.
LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**Birdman, or, (The Unexpected Virtue of Ignorance)** / Fox Searchlight Pictures and Regency Enterprises present ; a New Regency/M Productions/Le Grisbi production.
The Boxtrolls / Focus Features ; LAIKA ; directed by Graham Annable, Anthony Stacchi ; produced by David Bleiman Ichioka, Travis Knight ; screenplay by Irena Brignull, Adam Pava.

Boyhood / IFC Films ; IFC Productions present ; a Detour FilmProduction ; written and directed by Richard Linklater ; produced by Richard Linklater, Cathleen Sutherland ; producers, Jonathan Sehring, John Sloss.

Central do Brasil [videorecording] = Central Station / Sony Pictures Classics ; an Arthur Cohn production ; a film by Walter Salles ; screenplay, Jo Emanuel Carneiro, Marcos Bernstein ; produced by Arthur Cohn and Martine de Clermont-Tonnerre ; directed by Walter Salles.

Charmed [videorecording] : the complete series / Spelling Television, Inc., a CBS Company ; executive producers, Aaron Spelling, Constance M. Burge, Brad Kern ; created by Constance M. Burge ; written by Brad Kern ... [et al.].

The edge of heaven [videorecording] / [produced, written and directed by Faith Akin].


Fifty shades of Grey [videorecording] / Universal Pictures and Focus Features present ; produced by Michael De Luca, E.L. James, Dana Brunetti ; screenplay by Kelly Marcel ; directed by Sam Taylor-Johnson.

Foxcatcher / Sony Pictures Classics presents ; an Annapurna Pictures production ; in association with Likely Story ; directed by Bennett Miller ; written by E. Max Frye and Dan Futterman ; produced by Megan Ellison, Bennett Miller, Jon Kilik, Anthony Bregman ; a film by Bennett Miller.


Glee. The complete third season [videorecording] / Twentieth Century Fox Film ; creators, Ian Brennan, Ryan Murphy, Brad Falchuk.

Glee. The complete fourth season [videorecording] Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation.

Glee. The complete fifth season [videorecording].

LOCATION = Movies/TV.
**Gone girl** / Twentieth Century Fox and Regency Enterprises present a David Fincher film; produced by Arnon Milchan, Reese Witherspoon, Ce(u00E1)n Chaffin, Joshua Donen; screenplay by Gillian Flynn; directed by David Fincher; made in association with TSG Entertainment.
LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**The Grand Budapest Hotel** / Fox Searchlight Pictures in association with Indian Paintbrush and Studio Babelsberg present; an American Empirical Picture; produced by Wes Anderson, Scott Rudin, Steven Rales, Jeremy Dawson; screenplay by Wes Anderson; directed by Wes Anderson.
LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**Heaven is for real** / Tristar Pictures presents; a Roth Films/T.D. Jakes production; screenplay by Randall Wallace and Christopher Parker; produced by Joe Roth, T.D. Jakes; directed by Randall Wallace.
LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**The Hobbit. The battle of the five armies** / New Line Cinema and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures present a Wingnut Films production; written by Fran Walsh & Philippa Boyens & Peter Jackson & Guillermo del Toro; directed by Peter Jackson.
LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**The honorable woman** / BBC; written, produced and directed by Hugo Blick.
LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**The Hundred-Foot Journey** [videorecording] / Touchstone Pictures; DreamWorks Pictures and Reliance Entertainment present in association with Participant Media and Image Nation; an Amblin Entertainment, Harpo Films production; produced by Steven Spielberg, Oprah Winfrey, Juliet Blake; screenplay by Steven Knight; directed by Lasse Hallstrom.
LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**Ida** / Opus Film, Phoenix Film, in association with Portobello Pictures; in co-production, Canal+ Poland.
LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**If I stay** [videorecording] / Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures and New Line Cinema present; a Di Novi Pictures production; screenplay by Shauna Cross; produced by Alison Greenspan; directed by R.J. Cutler.
LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**The imitation game** / The Weinstein Company presents; a Black Bear Pictures production; a Bristol Automotive production; produced by Nora Grossman, Ido Ostrowsky, Teddy Schwarzman; written by Graham Moore; directed by Morten Tyldum.
LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**Interstellar** / directed by Christopher Nolan; written by Jonathan Nolan and Christopher Nolan; produced by Emma Thomas; produced by Christopher Nolan; produced by Lynda Obst; a Paramount Pictures and Warner Bros. Pictures presentation; in association with Legendary Pictures; a Syncopy/Lynda Obst Productions production; a film by Christopher Nolan.
LOCATION = Movies/TV.

LOCATION = Movies/TV.
**The Intouchables** [videorecording] / The Weinstein Company presents ; Gaumont presents a Quad production ; a co-production with Gaumont, TF1 Films Production, Ten Films, Chaocorp ; produced by Nicolas Duval Adassovsky, Yann Zenou and Laurent Zeitoun ; written and directed by Eric Toledano and Olivier Nakache. LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**El juego de Arcibel : un juego que desafío el destino** [videorecording]. LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**Mi mejor enemigo** [videorecording] : Patagonia 1978 =My best enemy, Patagonia 1978 / Alce / Matanza / Wanda ; direccion Alex Bowen ; producciones, Pablo Trapero, Alex Bowen ; guion, Julio Rojas, Paula del Fierro. LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**Mr. Selfridge. Season 2** / ITV Studios and Masterpiece ; produced by Cherry Gould ; producer, Jeremy Piven ; directed by Anthony Byrne, Rob Evans and Lawrence Till ; written by Kate Brooke, Andrew Davies, Kate O'Riordan and Dan Sefton. LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**Ostrov** [videorecording] = Island / Film Movement and TV Channel Russia present a Pavel Lounguine Studio production ; director, Pavel Lounguine ; producers, Sergey Shumakov and Pavel Lounguine ; screenplay, Dmitry Sobolev. LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**A princess for Christmas** [videorecording] / director, Michael Damian ; writers, Janeen Damian, Michael Damian ; producers, Brad Krevoy. LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**The red violin** [videorecording] / Lions Gate Films ; New Line Cinema ; New Line International releasing, Channel Four Films, Telefilm Canada present a Rhombus Media/Mikado production ; producer, Niv Fichman ; written by Don McKellar with Francois Girard ; directed by Francois Girard. LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**The reluctant fundamentalist** [videorecording] / Doha Film Institute presents ; a Mirabai Films and Cine Mosaic production ; a Mira Nair film ; produced by Lydia Dean Pilcher ; screenplay by William Wheeler ; directed by Mira Nair. LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**The return** [videorecording] / Ren Film ; director, Andrey Zvyagintsev ; producer, Dmitry Lesnevsky. LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**Selma** [videorecording] / Paramount Pictures, Path(u00E9) and Harpo Films present ; a Plan B/Cloud Eight Films/Harpo Films production ; in association with Ingenious Media ; produced by Christian Colson, Oprah Winfrey, Dede Gardner, Jeremy Kleiner ; written by Paul Webb ; directed by Ava DuVernay. LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**Serendipity** [videorecording] / Miramax Films presents a Tapestry Films production in association with Simon Fields Productions, a Peter Chelsom film ; producers, Peter Abrams, Robert L. Levy, Simon Fields ; writer, Marc Klein ; director, Peter Chelsom. LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**Shun Li and the poet** [videorecording] / Film Movement presents a Jolefilm in collaboration with Rai Cinema in coproduction with Arte France Cinema ; story by Andrea Segre ; produced by Francesco Bonsembiante and Francesca Feder ; directed by Andrea Segre. LOCATION = Movies/TV.
Song of the sea / GKids ; Cartoon Saloon [and four others] present ; a film by Tomm Moore ; produced by Tomm Moore [and ten others] ; screenplay by Will Collins ; based on an original story by Tomm Moore ; a film by Tomm Moore.
LOCATION = Movies/TV.

Soul kitchen [videorecording] / The Match Factory ; Corazon International ; Pyramide Productions ; in Koproduktion mit dem NDR ; in Zusammenarbeit mit Dorje Film ; Produzenten, Klaus Maeck, Fatih Akin ; Drehbuch, Fatih Akin, Adam Bousdoukos ; Regie, Fatih Akin.
LOCATION = Movies/TV.

LOCATION = Movies/TV.

LOCATION = Movies/TV.

Stranger than fiction [videorecording] / Columbia Pictures and Mandate Pictures present a Three Strange Angels production ; produced by Lindsay Doran ; written by Zach Helm ; directed by Marc Forster.
LOCATION = Movies/TV.

Supernatural. The complete ninth season / Warner Bros. Television ; Kripke Enterprises, Inc. ; Wonderland ; executive producers Adam Glass, Phil Sgriccia, Robert Singer, Jeremy Carver ; written by Jeremy Carver [and nine others] ; directed by John F. Showalter [and sixteen others] ; created by Erik Kripke.
LOCATION = Movies/TV.

Tambien la lluvia [videorecording] = Even the rain / una producci{u00F3}n de Morena Films ; in coproduccio con Mandarin Cinema, Alebrije Cine y Video, Vaca Films, Tambien la Lluvia, AIE ; dirigida por Iciar Bollain ; producida por Juan Gordon ; escrita por Paul Laverty.
LOCATION = Movies/TV.

The theory of everything / Focus Features presents a Working Title production ; directed by James Marsh ; screenplay by Anthony McCarten ; produced by Tim Bevan, Eric Fellner, Lisa Bruce, Anthony McCarten.
LOCATION = Movies/TV.

Virginia Woolf's Mrs. Dalloway [videorecording] / Overseas Filmgroup ; First Look Pictures presents a Bayly/Paru production in association with Bergen Film ; a Newmarket Capital Group, BBC Films presentation ; screenplay by Eileen Atkins ; produced by Lisa Katselas Paru and Stephen Bayly ; directed by Marleen Gorris.
LOCATION = Movies/TV.

Unbroken / Universal Pictures and Legendary Pictures present ; directed by Angelina Jolie ; screenplay by Joel Coen & Ethan Coen and Richard LaGravenese and William Nicholson ; produced by Angelina Jolie, Clayton Townsend, Matthew Baer, Erwin Stoff ; a Jolie Pas production and 3 Arts Entertainment production.
LOCATION = Movies/TV.

Whiplash / a Sony Pictures Classics release ; Bold Films presents ; a Blumhouse/Right of Way production ; produced by Jason Blum, Helen Estabrook, Michel Litvak, David Lancaster ; written and directed by Damien Chazelle.
LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**Wild** / Fox Searchlight Pictures presents ; in association with TSG Entertainment ; a Pacific Standard production ; directed by Jean-Marc Vallee ; screenplay by Nick Hornby ; produced by Reese Witherspoon, Bruna Papandrea, Bill Pohlad. LOCATION = Movies/TV.

**Winter's tale** / Warner Bros. Pictures ; in association with Village Roadshow Pictures ; Weed Road Pictures ; director, Akiva Goldsman ; writers, Akiva Goldsman, Mark Helprin. LOCATION = Movies/TV.